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summer workshop:
urban planning/design/architecture/real estate
patrice derrington
Kendall Square
The Robot Garden, displayed at CSAIL, included plastic, illuminating flowers “planted” on a large board that can be controlled via computer.
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THE RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK

Chapel Hill, Durham, Raleigh, North Carolina

Other nearby cities include:
- Cincinnati, Ohio
- Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
- Baltimore, Maryland
- Washington, DC
- Atlanta, Georgia
- Charlotte, North Carolina
- New York, New York
- Boston, Massachusetts

Major highways include:
- I-40
- I-85
- I-95

Map covering the northeastern United States, showing key cities and states.
urban?
Columbia’s entry into a city-wide competition for funding to build a new applied sciences campus will include plans to turn three buildings in Manhattanville into centers for data science—first, in the space north of the Mind, Brain, and Behavior Institute and in the Nash building, east of Broadway between 132nd and 133rd streets, and then in a building between 131st and 132nd streets. Those buildings would bring SEAS faculty together with professors from many other schools, including the Journalism School and the Mailman School of Public Health.
Nanotech Center
sites...
technology corridor in nyc

- connections
- forms
- planning policy
- evolution